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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
sedak insulating glass includes the largest and thickest insulating glass units in the world in addition to proven double and triple glazing. We
manufacture IGUs out of multiple-layer  laminates up to 15m long with our highly automated production lines. We can additionally supply insulating
glass units with steps up to 700mm on the bottom edge, for an esthetically advantageous composition with minimum joint thickness.

sedak isotherm® low insulating glass for energy-efficient construction 
sedak isomax® is the marvelous space saver that stands for maximum thermal insulation and a U-value up to 0.23 W / qmK thanks to integrated
insulation panels 
sedak isosun® protects against glare and solar heat gains due to its highly efficient combination coating 
sedak isosound® sound insulating glass with a special PVB interlayer 
sedak isosecure® the laminated safety glass protects against accidents, vandalism, and break-ins. 
sedak isocolor® colored insulating glass made of body-tinted insulating glass, covered with colored sheeting or printed fully covered. 
sedak isodecor® with a partial decorative coating or a ceramic-ink digital printing

 

sedak safety glass by sedak is produced exclusively under clean-room conditions using the vacuum bagging method. The result is a 100% lamination
quality without bubbles or contamination. With multiple laminates of up to 12 layers, sedak safety glass shows maximum strength. Heavyweights
weighing up to 8,000kg per units are manufactured under highly accurate requirements and can resist even massive forces.

sedak VSG: laminated safety glass with reliably bonded fragments of glass for a calculable residual loadbearing capacity and residual stability 
sedak secusun® laminated safety glass with a solar control coating 
sedak secusound® sound safety glass with a special PVB interlayer 
sedak secuprotect® laminated safety glass with a highly exclusive protective function with seven safety qualities 
sedak secucolor® laminated safety glass made of body-tinted safety glass, covered with colored sheeting or printed fully covered 
sedak secudecor® with a partial decorative coating or a ceramic-ink digital printing 
sedak GlasCobond® laminated safety glass with a SentryGlas® interlayer for exceptional stiffness and loadbearing capacity 
GLY-MarineCobond® laminated safety glass with a SentryGlas® interlayer certified
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